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Lech Walesa speaks to packed house

Leader 's speech puts
Colby in spotli ght

BY PATRICK J. BEKNAL
Staff Writer

IntheilargestlecturegivenatColbyinrecent
memory,Lech Walesa,the firstdemocraticallyelected president of Poland, anti-Communist
revolutionary and Nobel laureate, spoke to a
capacity crowd in the Page Commons Room,
Monday.The speechwas also seen by students,
faculty and communitymemberswatchingover
a live-feed broadcast on televisions in the Fishbowl, the Spa and in classrooms in Lovejoy.
Speaking through an interpreter/ Walesa
addressed the future of democracy in Eastern
Europe while reminding the more than 800
listeners that Americans have a tremendous
role to play in shaping the future of Poland.
Frequently moving from the serious to the
humurous, Walesa solicited the help of "the
American generals, especially General Motors
and General Electric," a pun intended to stress
the importance of American companies'"continued investment in Poland.
Walesa maintained that one goal in lecturing is to encouragepeople to conduct business
with his native country -andiltus streng thenits
position in the global economy.
¦
* W^esa^tbcxamekno\v riinl980whenhe
climbed on top of a bulldozer at the Lenin
Shipyard in Gdansk , Poland , and rallied the
dispiritedworkers. UnderWalesa 'sleadership,
anti-Communist uprisings spread throu ghout
Poland and eventuall y throug hout -Eastern

Europe.

BY PATRICK J . BERNAL
Staff Writer
"The whole idea of bringing guest lecturers in is really important, particularly 'to a
school thafs off the beaten path... a speaker
of (former president of Poland,Lech) Walesa's
stature really adds to the social and intellectual life of the College,"said Director of Communications Stephen Collins. Collins' sentiments spoke for much of the Colby community, voicing astonishment and delight that
Colby was able to attract Walesa.
Student Government Association President Ben Langille'99 commented that "it was
great that we could draw such prominent
and world figuresto Colby"and that Walesa's
coming here would "help attract other 'bigname' speakers to Colby,"
Much praise was given to SGA' Cultural
Chair Walter Wan g '99, wha was largely
resiponsll^:for brin ing ¦W^^a ^P'iCpib^.'.
¦77 ;; 7 .
,, 7 ¦ ¦. 7: 77;i;<^
Pre sident yMlliam R^ Cbtter said that >it
Lech Walesa addresses Colby students, faculty and comrnunity members.
couldn't have happened without Walter ."
Wang said that getting Walesa "was a
hatred" and suggested that the next century the nextgenerationwould be better.
stroke of luck , and a matter of fortunate timQuestionstotheleaderfollowingthespeech ing . . . he had a day off in his busy schedule,
would be "one of solidarity."
Calling for all people "to replace their indi- addressed the future of Eastern Europe, the his agent called six colleges and we were able
vidual perspective with a global one," Walesa Russian democratictransitionand the qualities to come in with the earliest bid." Although he
emphasized that thisshift in valuesmust occur it takes to be a good leader.
declined to quote figures , Wang insisted that
on all levels, not just on a politicalone. He
Today,WalesaheadstheLechWalesaInsti- Wales a's fee was reasonable , but that "it
asserted that "mostpohtidansareunconcerned tute, whose aim is to advance the ideals of wouldn 'thave been possible without the help
with issues that do not directly affect their democracy and free market reform throughout of the Oak Institute. "
constituency or will not come into place until Eastern Europe and the rest of the world. Time
All involved agreed that hosting Walesa
after their term in office is over."
Magazine recently named him one of the 20 was a grea t honor and that his presence on
Walesa also spoke of the corruption preva- most influential leaders and revolutionariesof campus was monumen tal. Q

Walesa discussedhow centuries aremarked
by events and not dates. He described the pr evious century -in whichheled an under groun d
resis tance organiza tion, was jailedfor anti-governmen t activity, won the Nobel Peace Prize,
and contributed significantl yto the collapseof
communism-asonemarredb y "hostility, crime, lentin modernpoliticsand expressed hopethat me20thcentury.a

Polkin ghorn earns Rhodes Scholar honors

Ryan Hamblet on
pleads not guilt y
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Ryan Hairibleton '99 pled not guilty in
Waterville '* District Court, Dec. 2, to charges
. that he furnishe da place for a minor to consume
r '
alcohol.
; :;. Hambletori ,22,df Hampton Falls, N,H., wa!i
hot present in the courtroom, but a lawyer rep*
resenting him entered the plea on his behalf.
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for others, potential for leadership, and physical vigor."
It is the oldest of the international study awards available
Asst. News Editor
to American students, founded in 1902 by the will of Cecil
Rhodes, British philanthropist and colonial pioneer.
Polkinghorn and Jennie Oberzan '99 were the two seWill Polkinghorn '99 is the first Colby student to win a
Rhodes Scholarship since 1976 and the sixth Colby recipient lected from Maine after formal and cocktail party interever, the Rhodes Scholarship is annually given to 32 stu- views at Bates. The two headed to the Division 1 finals in
dents nationally and 95 students internationally to study at Boston, Friday.
Oxford University in England ,
Polkinghorn, who applied for-other scholarships this fall
PoMhghprrt, a chemistry and religious studies major, but lost in the finals, was not overly optimistic.
will use his two-year scholarship at Oxford , worth approxi"After all those losses,... I wasn't down in the dumps but
,
,000
mately $25
per year to study the mind from different I felt like a dog that was hit by a car three times and heard the
disciplines and get a second combined bachelor 's degree in car coming around the corner. Going to Boston — it was just
psychology, philosophy and physiology. He then plans to going to be another beating," he said.
The Division 1 selection committee included numerous
attend an M.D. / Ph.D. program to study neuroscience.
"Rhodes is probably the most recognized scholarship or other Rhodes scholars and was chaired by Ellen Goodman,
fellowship that exists," said Jim Mclntyre, chair of the de- the 1998 Lovejoy Award winner
partment of German and Russian and the scholarship / felOf 11 finalists, four were chosen as Rhodes Scholars.
Polkinghorn, as well as students from Yale University, Maslowship cbbrdihatbr for Cblby,
"It was pretty remarkapj e r .. I j ust couldn't believe it," sachusetts Institute of Technology and Drew University
y
/. ' ;; !¦ , ,
.- were selected.
said Polkinghorn of his award.
The' Rhodes ^P^Wp Wp 1^9 <>n a "health y mind,
"We have students of the highest caliber, so well trained
'
healthy ' l>pd y^j ^fa^ijp1iJsij. ;. ^c!iDpi;d[,inJBE to Mclntyre. Its web and accomplished that they could become, as Will did , a
page describes the criteria as being "high academic achieve- Rhodes Scholar," said Mclntyre. "To have two go (to the
ment,integrity of character, a spirit of unselfishness, respect - i finals) in the same year/i was'W

BY BETSY LOYD
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Ahmed released for 90 days Clas sroom constructed near observato ry
BY KELLY FIELD

BY MATT APUZZO

Staff Writer

News Editor

After months of waiting, Pakistani journalist Zafaryab Ahmed
was granted a 90-day release from his home country to accept a
fellowship at Colby. Ahmed, who was placed on the country's Exit
Control List because of sedition and treason charges, was granted
the reprieve due in part to Iowa Senator Tom Harkin.
Harkin reportedly helped Pakistani Prime Minister Nawaz
Sharif's brother get off of the Exit Control List years ago and
reminded Sharif of this fact during Sharif's visit to Washington last
week.
Several organizations,including th e Committee to Protect Journalists,Amnesty International, and the Journalist Resource Center
in Lahore, Pakistan, combined their efforts to help Ahmed in recent
\ months. Maine Senators Olympia Snow and Susan Collins also
helped in the fight.
But it was Harkin and Special Assistant to the President David
y
Leavy 92, who provided the effort's final blows.Leavy pushed the
matter onto the White House agenda on Oct. 2, and Harkin's
i personal ties provided the rest
An unf orseen clause in the agreement, however, stipulated that
I
Ahmed's release began on Dec. 2,meaning that he could be at Colby
only duringJanuary and February. If he leaves now, he is bound by
that agreement. Ahmed is expected, though, to stay in Pakistan to
fight this ruling. If he does come to the United States,he could ask
for asylum from the U.S. government and remain in the country.?
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LUBE , OIL , AND FILTER SPECIAL
• Up to 5QTS Havoline oil 10W30 or 5W30
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• Adj ust air pressure in tires
Please call for an
• Free Suspension and exhaust checkover
appointment
• Check and top off fluid levels

10% DISCOUNT ON ALL MECHANICAL REPAIRS

FOR ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY" (I.D. PRESENT) !
• Ace Tire is family owned and has been doing business in Waterville
for over 40 years
• We employ "A.S.E." certified technicians 873-5166
• Maine's largest indendent tire dealer
o nrv A^ \^ i c\f \l
Our tire prices are among the lowest! I -oU\J-'4Z.Z - 1Z7\J J
• Free courtesy van will take you back to campus and pick you up.

COfcYV^MN 31 Water St.

Watervme
)
J i£&3 877-6600
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Free Delivery • Dine In • Pick Up
$6.50 minimum -Dlimited delivery area
Open Sun-Thurs 11 am-1 am
Fri-Sat 11am-2am.

Beginning thisJanuary, students
in Stars and Stellar Systems and Introduction to Astrophysics dasses
will no longer have to study in the
cold, thanks to the efforts of the
Physical Plant Department, the Astronomy Department and theColby
administration. According to Mike
Ramstrom, assistant professor of
physics, construction is almost complete on a new heated classroom to
be located adjacent to the observatory.
"We plan to move the computers in mid-December," he said Friday. "PPD and campus architect Joe
Feeley have been working on it since
late September or early October."
According to Ramstrom, plans
for the classroom began last year
Echo photo by John Hughes
when, he said, "it "became obvious
that we needed a permanent struc- The astronomy classroom will pr ovideshelter f r om the cold.
ture." At that time astronomy stu- to "think, plan and cogitate a little tion AIRE Grant and the use oi sodents were doing most of their plan- better." He added that the phisticated equipment by students
ning and data analysis in a tempo- classroom's four computers, to be as evidence of the program's prorary trailer facility, not an ideal lo- used for the viewing and analysis of gressiveness.
cale, according to Ramstrom.
data received by the three observa"The tools students are using in
"The observatory has to be kept tory telescopes and their associated (Introduction to Astrophysics) are
very cold so the instruments func- cameras, will also be an advance- the same as those used by researchtion properly," he said. "You can ment for the program.
ers in astronomy worldwide/'hesaid,
imagine spending four hours outWhile the astronomy depart- adding that the NSF recently named
side at nighttime in January. No- ment currently only offers these two the program a "model program."
body wanted to do it."
classes, Ramstrom sees the addition
At present, the department is
Ramstrom predicts that the new of an astronomy classroom as a sym- working on a system that will allow
facility, heated arid equipped with bol of growth within the depart- students to begin research as early
removable desks around the periph- ment as a whole. He cited the re- as their sophomore year,andiseven
ery, will allow astronomy students ceipt of a National Science Founda- considering expanding their offerings to create a minor.
"There's been some thinking
Specializing in all phases of HalrCara plus...
over the years on building up
courses so we could potentially of• Massage
• Make-up Artists •Essential Oil
fer a minor," said Ramstrom.
Blending Bar
• Nail Tech
• Electrolysis
Should the minor be incorpo•Steam Room
• Pedicures
• Waxing
rated, the new classroom may be
• Tanning
• Facials
"Pttt f \V*% 1£> *O extended to include more computI. C U U l C f il ers and even an additional observa• Body Wraps
mmmmmmmmmm
* JL
dome.
^^ Salon fie Spa tory"We've
planned it so classroom
Corner of Front & Temple Streets , Downtown Waterville can extend a bit," said Ramstrom.
currentl y looking for a
Where Looking Great Begins
873-5 939 "We're
donor."Q
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e
^
it easyfor anyoneto use the Internet, And if
you're a student, nowift eveneasier.Youcan
(Mi an ilte for lesstlian $2999per month*
andyou get a coupon bookwith $2,000 in

possiblesaving$,for things like softwai'e,

games, and accessories, And the first
payment is not due for 120days. Bestofall,
youget asuperfest,all-in-onecomputerthat
can getyouon to the Internet in 10minutes
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Order an iMac today for $1249 online at
www.apple.com/educatlon/store
or visit your campus reseller.
Apple
For f inancing information, call
Computer Loan, 800-APPLE -LN.
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BYMATT APUZZO
News Editor

The Nov. 30 announcement that oil giants Exxon and Mobil
would be mer ging to form the th ird largest corporation in the
world has left many peop le wondering where the government
draws the line between monopol y and fair trade.
The size of the new company is enough to spur serious debate
on the issue. Together , the new company will boast the possession
of nearl y 21 billion barrels of oil and gas reserve , reportedly enoug h to satisf y the _____ ii__ i_ i_____ i__ i-___ i_i_iii__ i
^
world' s entire energy needs for
The Big Picture will
more than a year. The merger
also places Exxon-Mobil bebe a weekly feature
hind only Saudi Arabia and
in the Echo next seIran in terms of oil output.
mester.
Colb y 's
Herbert
E.
Each week , the
Wadsworth Professor of Economics J ames Meehan sat
Echo wil! discuss an
down for lunch with the Echo
issue of local , naon Tuesday and said that , while
tional , or global conthe size of Exxon-Mobil is daunting, it must be considcern with a Colby
ered relative to the industry as
professor specializa whole.
ing in a related field.
"The company is big in abMHnvanMMMnMMnMB
solute sense, but the oil industry itself i$big/'he said. "Th ese
two companies only control IS to 20 percen t of refining, in that
neighborhood."
Meehan specializes in anti-trust policy and the economics of
industry and just returned from a weekend conference in Washington D.C. on anti-trust economics.
' f Both Exxbri arid Mobil were spun off from John Rockefeller 's
Standard Oil empire when the government broke up the oil behemoth in 1911. Meehan cautioned , however , that the creation of the
Exxon-Mobil corpo ration would not even begin to revert back to
the time Standard Oil.
"There 's no dispute that Standard Oil certainl y had control of a
dominant part of the market and were charg in g monopoly prices /'
he said. "Vou 'd have to have a lot of oil merg ers to get back to that
' '
level/'
* , ,, .
While the combination of Exxon and Mobil would have mo_re

than 50,000 gas stations around the world,Meehan foeaufioreste
the merger givingthenewcompanyan unfair advantage. He does,
however,expect it ttakh'avettf sell off some of its stationsin *e&ioiis
where the company has an advantage over its competitors, Ome
y 7 y 7 7^. 47
such region is the Northeast. ¦
With U,*S/,co,risuOT'er8 enjoying the;l owest oil prices i-nyi2
mergfeVoCt^-t$!f^j »mp$
years,many people wo*ry,t||at/tlie
/i^oU
p ^hs^MiB^y,sfjr
^
nies will be foiloWed^yya^ke
most analysts. The decrease in cost ca^ mai^ be j mHtmttd.
to, they say', the oyetprociifeioii of crude "oil byf i>&«$$0$$tiq%
countries. 7 7 ';. < ';7y v7 v^^7 : h^^^i-&&&:4,\
Years down the road,however,Ijf oil siip^sti*j $i|tri 'dwindle?
Exxon-Mobil could have an unfair advantageAt$iey:jhii^eacceis to
a majority of the remaining oil reserves, Meehan expects that the
giving
Justice Department will take this into,consideration before
l
'
¦
'
"
y <7; /¦/ .>'" • ,
the merger the OKI ;"•; - • '. ;7.y
,
"It's easier to stop a merger from going through "said Meehan.
"It's much harder to go hack and unscramblethe eggsafterthey've
been scrambled/Q

Credit requirement chan ge still in the works

years, approximately 360 students participated in internships during the
month of January, according to
the Registrar'soffice.
It is also considering the advantage gained
by some students
from Advanced
Placement credits, and motions Percent of student body
have been made graduating within credi t
to limit the num- ranges (Class of (98) .
ber of AP credits
a student can receive.
"It's still up in the air. (The Committee's) next
meeting is in February, so (the issue) is on hold ri ght
now," said Serdjenian.
The Committee will review the proposal next semester after class registration data has been evaluated
for the fall semester. Further decisions are expected to
be made at that time.Q

BY KAREN VITALI
Staff Writer

Since its proposal during the 1997-98 school year,
the motion to raise graduation requirements at Colb y
from 120 to 128 credits has generated significant attention. While the proposition would help keep Colby 's
academics comparable with those of similar institutions, many wonder if the added course load and
potential difficulty in fulfilling the requirement would
benefit students.
"(The issue) is still being looked at by the Academic
Affairs Committee," said Associate Dean of Students
for Academic Affairs Mark Serdjenian.
The Committee, which is composed of administrators, faculty and students, was asked last spring by the
faculty to continue gathering data about both the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed change
before making any decisions. It plans to do this by
looking into not only the number of three- and fourcredit courses in the course book, but also by evaluating each course individually and deciding how many
credits each should actually be given. For example, a
course currently worth only three credits that is found
to demand the workload of a four-credit class would be
changed accordingly.
"For now,we have decided to put of f
Established 1946
the credit limit issue. We need to reevaluate the entire credit system before
we can reevaluate the 128-credit proposal," said Committee member Drew
Hall'01.
In 1998, nearly 57 percent of the
graduating class completed their
g|W One Hour Photo
study on Mayflower Hill with more
Digita l Graphics
than 128 credits. The average numSlide Processing
ber of credits graduated with in that
year was 131.
Advanced Photo Systems
The Committee is especially conemail: elm city @quickcon neet. com
cerned with how the new policy will
257 Main Street
266 Madison Avenue
Waterville , Maine 04901
Skowhegan , Maine 04976
potentially affect JanPlan internships,
207-873-4780
207-474-8650
for which students currently receive
no credit. For each of the past two
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Colby's 1984 fraternit y system to n e^^
BY BETSY LOYD
Asst. News Editor

Colby abolished its fraternity system in January 1984, but
this action has recently been questioned by David Easlick,Jr.,
national executive director of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Easlick says that Colby violates students' constitutional
rights of association, especially after a non-binding "sense ot
the Congress" resolution was recently sponsored by incoming Speaker of the House Bob Livingston, Republican from
Louisiana and honorary president of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
Livingston said that the resolution would, according to The
Chronicle of Higher Education, "put Congress, on record
defending the rights of students who face expulsionand other
severe consequences by daring to enjoy their most basic
constitutional freedoms of speech and association, often off
campus and on their own time."
Easlick wrote letters to the presidents of Bowdoin, Colby
and Middlebury Colleges in early November. In response,
President William R. Cotter wrote that he wanted to assure
Easlick that "Colby will continue,as it alwayshas,to obey the
law. The law has clearly been interpreted to uphold Colby's
own associationalrights."
The resolution "has no legal force whatsoever,"said Cot-

ter rn an interview.
A "Report of the Trustee Commission on Campus Life/'
released inDecember1983,j ^
p^
andaCbmmorasysteminstituted.Atitspeak,90 percentof Colby
men belonged to nine fraternities.
Besides money and housing pipblems, the Commission
cited that fraternities "facilitate alcohol abuse/'that membership "impedes academic performance" and that both male
and female students ''report that they feel 'uncomfortable'
walking down,fraternityrow."It also commented that fraternity row was the only place on campus from which women
were excluded.
Fifteenyears after thereport wasrdeased;Deanof meCollege
Earl Smithsaid,"If s theabsolutebestthingweeverdid."
Many students at thetime did not feel that it really wasthe
best decision. The Commission report said that three-quarters of the student body had voted to maintain fraternities. In
response, students threw fraternity house property put of
windows and had a bonfire on fraternity row. Many fraternities went "underground."
While a vocal minority of alumni remains upset by the
decision, Smith said that alumni giving went up after fraternities were abolished. He said that now, "most people are
back in the fold."
hi1985, applications for admission also wentup and have

; .
gone up everyyear,since.
chose
;
(riuiiiy
students)
Colbywasbecausethey
•K' ;:. ;;.^C^rea^
didn't haveGreeksocieties.Todaywehavelotsof studentswho
prefer notto-have exclusiveorganizations,"said Smith.
l\) kCollegeHandbook calls for a mmimiim of a one-year
suspensionfor anyoneengagingin activitiesrelated to fraterni7;-y>N ties.
. . ...
•
-. .
Associate Dean of Students for Academic Affairs Mark
Serdjenian,whooverseestheJudicialBoard said that therehave
been no cases of fratemitiyactivitysince 1990.
StuGitfleman,executivedii^^
has a "gut feeling" that plenty of Williams College students
would join fraternities if given the option, according to The
Chronicle.
Walter Wang^ StudehtGovenuiientAssociationCultural
Chair, feelsdifferently.
"I don't think people would join frats if we just opened
it up. Frats are too exclusive," he said. "Frats do things that
some may deem inclusive and others may deem exclusive.
With the Commons system,whilewe do have some things
that are Commons-exclusive,most are campus-wideevents
.. .If we had frats, it wouldn't be that way," said Wang.
Fifteenyearslater,the Collegeand students seemhappy
with the abolition of fraternities and have no intention of
reneging on their decision, despite what Easlick reports.Q
.
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Consider your futu re wit h a Roth IRA

lars,butwhenyouretire,youwill owe contribute $2,000 per year for nine
BY JEN DAKIN
the government tens of thousands of years between the ages of 21and 30
Staff Writer
dollarsbecause
withdrawalsaretaxed. or contribute $2,000 per year be'Tl,finan- tween the ages of 30-65? SurprisAccordingtoStevenMagyar
If the idea of a college student sav- dal consultant, if a twenty-year-old ingly, either way you will wind up
ing for hisof herretirementmakesyoudeposits$l ,000peryearintoaRothIRA with the same amount of money
kugh,thinkagaiaMany
finandalcon- for ten years and then waits for the when you are 66.
If you already have a traditional
sultantswant students to considerthe account to grow until age 65 at an
average rate of 9%, the accountwill be IRA,it ispossibleto painlessly convert
future and start investing.
7'Tt is never too early to begin a worth$310,148. Thetax consequences to the Roth IRA, especially for people
retirement plan,"said Colby gradu- of mis sum wouldbe substantial if the underage45.You will haveto foot the
ateBert Languet '88,a financial con- investorhadusedaregularlRAinsteadtaxbiUforyourinvestaientthusfar,but
then your account will grow tax-free.
sultant at Golden Pond Financial in of a RothIRA
Asan addedbonus,if theconversionis
The
disadvantageof
any
IRAis
that
Belgrade Lakes,Maine. Languetrecommendsthatcollege students con- the money is accessible only with a made during 1998 the investor is alsider the Roth IRA (Individual Re- penalty prior to age59and a half,with lowed to spread the tax payment out
tirement Account) as an alternative only a few exceptions.Rothsthriveon overfouryeare.ff youeamaminimum
to the traditionallRA.TheRothIRA, long-term compounding; it literally of $2,000 per annum youcould be eligibleto open a Roth
named after Delaware Senator Wil- pays to start young.
So what are you waiting for?
the
imporLanguet
emphasizes
liam Roth, a leading supporter of
expanded IRAs, was a product of tance of starting young with this Start preparing for your golden
the 1997 Taxpayer Relief Act and simple question: Would you rather yearsby lookingintotheRothIRAO
just became available this year.
TheRoth IRA is a sensibledecision
for students. Many students are in a
low tax-bracketand would therefore
not have a high tax payment on their
Maine 's Premier Computer Headquarters
c»ntributions. After an initial tax paymentinvestmentsareneveragainsub- SALES • SERVICE • SUPPORT- Custom & Brand Name Systems
jected
to federaltaxesbecauseall withMarket Surveys of America 's 1998 Winner
drawalsaretax-free. This tax benefit is
the major advantage of the Roth IRA.
"Best Place to Buy a Computer 91
Don't betrickedjust because the tradi!
fo r the Greater Watervil le Area!
tional IRA is initially tax-deductible;
Website: www.VirtualD .com
you may save a couple bundled dol861-5585 • 93 Main "The Center " down town Waterville
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* Quality Vision Care
• The treatment and management
of Ocular Disease
• Contact Lenses
• Fashion Eyewear

POULIN _ ASSOCIATES EYECARE CENTER
William J. Henderson, O.D.
Charlene Keating, 0J>.
Philip R. Poulin. OD.

166 Silver Street
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 873-3500
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Present Colby ID for 10%
Complementary Colby
Student Discount
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Garden Island Laundromat & Dry Cleaners
Elm Plaza, Waterville 661-8378
10% Dry Cleaning & $.50/Lb. Wash , Dry &
Fold with Colby Student ID
Open 7AM to 9PM daily Mon. & Fri.
Open Till Midnight
Organizeagroup for Spring Break
Boak 15v. >Ue?; :- / : '
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*** ACT NOW! Call for best SPRING
BREAK prices to Sout h Padre (Free
Meals), Key West, Cancun , Jamaica,
Bahamas , Panama City. Reps. Needed...
Travel Free , Earn Cash. GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
: «¥WW1EI8WB|WR8X»M . .
800-838-8203.
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Sirens emerge as high-ener gy women 's a cappella grou p
BY BRAXTON WILLIAMS
AND OLIVER GRISWOLD
Staff Writers

In Homer's "The Odyssey,"

Ulyssestieshimself to the mast of his
ship in order to avoid the Sirens^ a
dan of women who lure sailors onto
mehislandwimtheirr>eautifulvoices
in order to capture and later destroy
them. For two intrepid journalists,
such foresight was nowhere to be
found. In fact, these two young men
flung themselves off the USS Mary
Low, threw caution to the wind and
doggy paddled willy-nilly toward
the intoxicating harmonies emanating from , the modern-day Sirens,
Colby's newest a cappella group.
WhenwearrivedattheBixlerpractice room, the Sirens were already in
fill voice.' We took our seats to the
energetic notes of Dar Williams' "As
Cool as I Am," and found ourselves
enchanted by their simple, effective
harmonies as well as by a noticeable
lack of percussion.We began moving
our feet to a cavalcade of doos and
wahs. As we glanced from face to face
itbecameapparentthattherewasprobablynothmgelseinme\vorldthatthese
youngwomenwouldratherbe doing.
When the song came to qjvend,
the Sirens introduced themselves
as Trish Akins '00, president of
the group, Caroline Rosch '01,
Stacy Erickson '00, Becca Leslie
'99, JessicacStitt '00^Becky Sharp
'02, Mairead Carney '02 and

Olivia Robbie '02. Anothermerri- when they got back to campus: stay
is
ber, Karen Macke 00^- currently small (a maximum of eight people)
stud vine- ahroad.
and be totally
..
imMm
The Sirens' high-en
conversation moved froi
teasing, to harmonizing
sections of songs, to jfl
previewing ideas j f l
for new reper- .M^M
toire, specifi- JBhP
cally The Art- ^H&
ist Formerly
J^^^H
Known as
J^^^^H
P r i n c e ' s ^HRP ^

constructive attitude. They have a
few morethingsin commonas well.
"Noneofushavehairlips>andnqne
of us live on frat row,"they said.
The Sirens hayeperforaiedtwice
iri front of ah audience.
"Student response has been, extremely positive," Rosch said. The
group agreed,andaddedthattKe
four other Colby a cappella
„ > % groups have been very sup
, 3 porfave.
Tbe Sirens differ from the
^f r*S%
HBH| existings_rnginggroupsinnnany
~
W
h
e
n
^p>
important and unusualways.
"
B|flB For
Doves Cry."
instance,thereis theaforeJlplf
H^^R
From the
r#C
r mentionedlackof percussian,
N <' *'
sea of this
jMM f whichpares the songs down
stormy cpnWmKB into pure vocal harmony and
vers a tion
mBm places a greater emphasis on
erupted the isle
mKr Aordsthanonrhy^mLTh^also
of anexplanation
figr : seemtobemorecomfortablewith
about where they
W ¦ diis_sonancemanaremaaycoUe^
came from and how
acappeMgrcwps.lhaddltiontotaking
|jj
*
the group started. EviColby a cappella in a new musical
dently, several of the fudirection, members of the Sirens are
ture mementhusiastic about new febersof'team
male representation, in cam¦ '¦¦ ¦"¦• Photo Courtesy of the Sirens
¦
¦
;,
Sirens"were
.
pus singinggroups. The adThe Sirens are Colby's newest a cappella group.
on the Colby
ventofanewall-femalegroup
Chorale trip
means that the opportunities
to England last spring. One night as shictedin termsof repertoire .Indeed, for womento get involvedin a cappella
theywerewalkingdown the street on they have explored everything from on<^mpusarerK)wequaltodic>sebfmea
theirway toperform,Akinsbegan an Enya to Metallica.
Members of the Sirens emphaimpromptuversionof"Tom'sDiner''
In September, the Sirens re- size mattheformatiortof theirgroup
by Suzanne Vega. When several of cruited a few new voices and be- did notarise from a discontentment
the other women joined in perfect came an official club. It turned out with pre-existing a cappella groups.
harmony,the chanteuses knewthey that half of the group was able to The group found its origins in a
were on to something.They drew up arrange music. Each brought differ- general love and enthusiasm for
the plans for an a cappella group ent musical influences but the same musicQ
.
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At CGU, th« st udy of the
humanities Is approached
fn and
highly
irv Individualized
and
/j
interdisciplinary
programs
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Junto*mm *in spring shotfld
e*j i Ji*l»n credit ,
To allies of the gay commu nity
When returningfrom WinterBreak two weeks after Christmas,
we Colby students are fortunate not to be relegated immediately
into anolherhardcorestudyingsemester.JsuiPlanof few wonderful
opportunities to expand our academic and community horizons
beyond the confines of a standard lecture hall or even beyond
Mayflower Hill. Students entering Colby as first-year students
musti%ceivecreditforthreeJannansinordertograduate.StU(lents
who study at Colbyfor less than six semesters,transfer students for
example, must complete two JanPlans. But how students fulfill
these requirements needs to be reevaluated.
As it stands, students who choose to study abroad during the
spring semester do not receive JanPlancredit despite the fact that
mostprogramsstart in early January. Instead,they are forced to earn
JanPlan credit as seniors when many would choose to take the
month off from academics in order to search for employment and
plantheir imminent futures. In effect, students who study abroad
in the spring never have the opportunity to miss a JanPlan, an
opportunity open to those who are away in the fall. This is wrong.
It contradictsthe originalintent of JanPlan. Studentswholeavethe
countryare broadening the horizons in inexplicable ways—much
more than taking a pottery class. They are perfecting a new language,examiningaCostaRkanecosystem or living witha Nepalese
family. These students are enriching their lives and in so doing,
enriching the Colby community.
' Leveloutthe playing field and reward Juniorswhohaveenough
initiative and ambitionto experience a culture completely different
from their own.

Please, rule with compassion

Saturday evening, Security busted a registered party in the
loungeof AMS.The excuse involved alcoholicpunch whichwasn't
covered by theparty contract. The party host stood on a table and
announced to the hundred-some students, all in formal wear,that
the parry was moving off campus, and that everyone should regroup there. We don't proposeto raise issues with rules regarding
alcohol consumption. But Security's job is to keep Colby students
safe, and encouraging students who have been drinking to leave
campusto continue partying is counter-productive.
Rules need to be tempered with reason, yes, this party was
technically in violationoftiierules,but wasn'titthelesserof twoevils?
Itwasai^pectablegamermgattendedb
yrespomiblestudents--mostof
whomwereover 21.The guests planned to spend their entire evening
safely on campus.By ending this party with the full awareness that
students were moving into town, Security officers increased the
likelihood that someone could be seriously hurt*
The party was scheduled to begin at 9 p.m.; Security had busted
it well before 10:00 p.m. Whatever the reason, the consequences of
Security's action were potentially far more dangerous than had
they done nothing. We can only be thankful that no one was hurt,
and saddened that we should even have this to discuss. In the
future, Colby students who wish to party responsibly should be
allowed to. Security shouldn't turn safe students into unsafe ones.

Please /ubmil youi letters and comment/ to:

Howmany of youhaveever had a these are some of the insidious and
time when you heard an incident of deadly ways that homophobia and
violencedirededtowardsthegaycom- heterosexism get in the way of us
munity and felt hopeless, helpless or being the most effective allies to the
confused as to whatto do? Howmany gay community.
This program would support us
of you have ever responded in a less
than effectivewaytowardscomments in being the most effective allies to
thatyouheardthatwerehomophohic? the gay community. This program
Howmanywhenhearingof thebrutal wouldhelp usun-numband look at
murderofMatthewShephardmought the reality of safety and privilege
there is nothingthat wecan do to stop
tiuskindofviolenoe?Iwelcomeeachof
us to claim a bitmorelof the belief that
we can TRULY DO something about
As allies , we can do
this.
NOTHING less than
AsalHes,wecandoNCHHCN.Gless
than continue to battle homophobia.
continue to battle
These times demand that! It will no
homo phobia.
longer suffice to just be good people.
These timesrequire us tolook at all the
waysthe gay community is on a daily
basishurtk01ed,oppressed,demeaned
and not welcomed into our commu- that we,as heterosexuals,have. This
nity. Thelivesof our gay brothersand programwouldalsogiveusthemost
sisters, past, present 'and future, de- accurate information about homand us to look at this.
mop hobia and heterosexism
We want you to consider a pro- AND would give us a way to
gram that would give us a hand in look at what stops us from althis. This program would address ways responding to acts of viothe PARTICULAR means that ho- lence towards the gay commumophobia manifests itself on in our nity immediately and with courlives and to the PARTICULAR age. No response that includes
means that heterosexism shows up helplessness, hopelessness, confuin how we live our lives. Both of sion or anything that stops us from

actmgisuseful.Thisprogram would
look at other more effective ways to
respond. This program would have
us embrace and proclaim our right
to make a difference as allies to the
gay community.
This program would be institutionalized into this academic community.What this means is that for
this program to be most effective,it
would have us look at our policies,
our behaviors and our programming and how these either support
the celebration of the gay community or not. This program would
also incorporate this understanding of how to be allies to the gay
communityby applying thisunderstandingtoallmembersof allgroups
in this community.
This program would be called
Project Ally.
.
If you are interested in knowing
more about Project Ally and of joining theprocess aswelookathowtobe
the most powerful allies to the gay
community, please contact Julia
,TarjaRaagatx3083
McDonaldatx4293
or June Thornton-Marshat x3441.
Julia McDonald '99
June Thornton-Marsh, NCBI
Team Leader
TarjaRaag,Professor of Psychology

American Studies not in jeo pardy
(American Studies and Women's
Studies) contribute to the program. The staffing plan takes into
account the specific core requirements in the American Studies major,as well as the wide-ranging nature of American Studies electives,
which include courses from many
different faculty in a variety of departments and not just those taught
by Professors McFadden, Stubbs,
and Thoma.
In short,the Echo article presents
a series of hypothetical which, if
true, would merit serious concern.
However, the staffing situation for
American Studies is being ad-

dressed in concrete ways that reflect the structure of the program,
arid majors will not be in jeopardy.
I regret not having the opportunityto speak with Ms. Fitzsimmons
before she published her article; a
certain amount of distress among
students and parents could have
been avoided. I must add that although Ms. Fitzsimmons describes
me as unavailable for comment,
neither I nor my office staff know of
any attempt to contact me prior to
publication.

We are very concerned about there is some College commitment
the future of Women's Studies at to replacing some of these individuColby. The primary reason for this als at least partiall y, it is not clear
is because Pamela Thoma, one of what courses these faculty'sreplacethe only two appointed Women's ments could teach. In addition, AnStudies professors at Colby, will be drea Volpe, who is filling a sabbation her scheduled pre-tenure sab- cal replacement and teaches a
batical next year and it is by no Women's Studies course in the Intemeans clear that the College will grated Semester Program and as part
replace her position. One of the of thehistory department,will leave
many problems with this situation at the end of this year. It is very
is that Pamela Thoma teaches a re- difficult to plan an interdisciplinary
quired seminar (WS 311) for both major when the courses that are ofWomen's Studies minors and ma- fered are so uncertain.
jors and one of the four required
Pamela Thoma will not only
introductory classes (WS 221) for leave a large void in Women's Studthe minor and the major. (It is im- ies/ she is also the only pro fe ssor
portant to note that another one of who currently focuses on Asian
these four classes, WS 275, will also American Studies at Colby. In keepnot be offered because Margaret ing with Colby's commitment to
McFadden, an American Studies . "diversity/' it is very problematic
professor who teaches Women's that any professor who teaches
Studies courses also will be on sab- about gender;race and class go on
batical.) Similarly, many professors sabbatical with no replacement alwho teachWomen 'sStudies cpurses located to fill that person's cruc ial
will also be on half-year or full-year \ roleliere fli; Colby.
sabbatical next year. These Profes- ( Our largest concern is that halfsors include: katherine Stubbs, / way through the year we have hot
' yet beengranted a replacement for
*;Wd possibly p^^ alftpug h Pamela Thoma's position nex t year

nor have we received any signs that
if we receive a replacement that person will fulfill bom the needs of
Women's Studies and of Asian
American Studies. Of course, to initiate a search mid-year to hire someone to teach two courses in central
Maine has its own problems.
Women's Studies is a key part of
the Colby curriculum.It encourages
students'to think critically about issues of gender as well as race, class,
and sexuality while applying theory
to practice. Women's Studies also
contributes activism, "diversity ''
and enhances culture on campus.
By not showing clear signs of commitment to and support of Women's
Studies, the College appears to not
understand nor appreciate ihe importance of Women's Studies to
Colby.
We, the unders igned, implore
the College to examine next year's
staff ing for Women's Stud ies and
thereby support this integral part of
academic and cultural life at Colby.
¦¦ ¦

I am writing m response to
the article in The Colby Echo of
November 12, 1998, in which
Brooke Fitzsimmons described a
hypothetical scenario pertaining
to staffing in American Studies
in '99-'00. I can assure you that
the staffing plan for next year
obviates the writer's bleak scenario. The Administration will
recommend to the Trustees in
January that we replace Professor McFadden (American Studies), arid that funding be made
available to cover additional
courses that Prof. Stubbs (English) and Professor Thoma

tcho @colb y.edu Worries about the futu re of Wom en's Studies
echo@colb y.edu
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THE COLBYECHO is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College is In session.
THE ECHO encourages letters from Us reader.), especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phone number. If •
pcj f|siblo,please also submit letters on a 3.5 inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word forma t,
Yoii mny nlso submit letters via e-mnil to "echo®colby,cdu",
, . THE ECHO reserves the right to edit all submissions,
The Editorials, above, arc thie official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
Individual columns;advertising nnd features aro those of tho author, not the ECHO .
i THEECHO will make every effort possible to prevent inacairacy,but will not be held
> .. - .
responsible for errors in advertisementsor articles,
For information on publication dates, or to contact us about submitting an article,
; v ;;
pleasecall (207) 872'a349 (x3349oii campus). , ^^ ^ !^ * v v . ,
7 For quesHohs abcnit advertising and businessissues,please call(207) 87247867
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Colby students, lefs admit it, the liquor inspector has got ^is
running seated. No upperelassmenwant to host parries, nobody
appropriateinsulttoreplace "Man," Simon told .Wired magazine that a
wants to carry an opencontainerwithtfiemaround campus andkegs„
BY EZRA DYER
Furby is "the closest you can get to
suchas "Slime," oi "Wuss").
at campus events arehecomingrarer and rarer.
Opinions Editor
One of these shows introduced a living creature7." To me, a Furby
The timehas come for dedsive, action. Partying:on the weekends
the GI Joe aircraft carrier to my sounds like the closest you can get
lu_s become too obvious. Lefs party on weeknights and spend the
. This Christmas,I hare a lot to be cbusmjo sh,and usmgsophisticated to "Chucky," the insane homicidal
weekendsrecuperatingand in the library. The liquor inspectors will
thankfulfor. Andrmmostthankful mind-control techniques he man- doll from the "Child's Play" movbegin
to see us as a campus of anti-social toolsand will let us be. Let
; '•
thatrmnotaparent(hey,thatDNA aged to gethis parents to buy it. The ies. , ¦ •
the hapless sods at Bates and Bowdoin experience the wrath of head j
test was RIGGED!) Actually, I'm GI Joe aircraft carrier was the ultiThetoymanufacturerskeepraisliquor inspector Bob "Napoleon Complex" LaGuardia onFriday and
alwaysthankfulthat l'mnot
ing the stakes, and toys
Saturday nights whilewe're safely tucked away in the confinesof our
at
a
parent, but
keep becoming better and
library carrels and dorm rooms. And then whenBob and his cronies
better. This makes me
Christmastime especially.
The toy manufactu rers keep
Staking the weekoff wecan spend Mondaythrough Thursday in a
Because parents, unlike me,
shudder to think of what
drunk en stupor, wandering around Colby with, open containers,
are not free to just tune the
toyswill be likeby the time
raisin g the stakes , and toys
_
destroyingpropertyand being intoxicated m public
radio to The River's "Very
I'm of toy-buying age. I
I remember the days when I could walk from rhy room in Dana to
keep becomin g better and
Kenny G ChristmasSpecial"
think it's been about 13
the Spa, spilling beer from my very open, veryvisible cup, worrying
and relax with somehot nog.
years since the Cabbage
better.
This
makes
me
shudder
only about a possibleencounter with Security who would tell me to I
Patch Kid craze, and look
Thaf sright,Isaid "hqtnog."
beer. At the
to think of what toys will be
at whaf s happened. Cab- dispose of my
No, parents are bound by
empty my
bagePatchKidsdidn'ttalk! time having to
law to roam the earth until
Partying
on
the
vere,butthat
lik e by the tim e I'm of toyTheydidn'tlearn anything! cup seemed sethey find the toy thatiscauswas light
They just sat there with a punishntent weekends has become
ing temper tantrums around
buy ing age.
the $250 fine
compared
with
glazed expression of vague
the country for this particutoo obv ious.
nowassesses
expectation, and that was that Security
lar holiday season. There are
caught with
some notaoie
notable aiumni
alumni in tnis
this group, mate action figure accessory avail- enough to transcend traditionalgen- lo you if you're
purely
out
of fear for
including last year's "Tickle-Me able. It was about half the size of a der roles and get boys towant dolls. an open container.That fine was implemented
the liquor inspector. I will not live in fear of a 5'5" man any longer.
Elmo" doll and his various spin- real aircraft carrier, and I believe he I remember the height of the lunacy
LaGuardia's reign of terror must be brought to an end, and drinking
offs, such as "Stick-Your-Finger- actually lived aboard it for several in second grade,when my class (the
on weekdays is the only way to end it.
Down-My-Throat Bulimic Cookie weeks before realizing that since he girls,anyway) decided to buy mean
Somebody recently brought up a valid complaint about my plan.
Monster" and "Stab-Me OJ.'70h, had an aircraft carrier he was going old Mrs. O'Donnella Cabbage Patch
Pat, they said, I have classes during the week, I can't drink then.
and then there was the Hugh Grant to need some aircraft, thus necessi- Kid for her 174th birthday. I hated
tating another trip to K-Mart. Any- Mrs. O'Donnell and Cabbage Patch Wrong, I said. Just drink excessively on Monday night, then you'll
doll-but never mind.
,
The toy manufacturers make it way, theGIJoe aircraft carrier isjust Kids, and so refused to contribute pass out sleep soundly andbeready to do it all over again on Tuesday.
Some people really don't think things over very carefully.
hard on the parents. I'm not sure if an example of how f ar parents will my dollar to the collection. I was a
Someone else mentioned that they had always drank on the
they still do this, but when I was in go to buy a little peace and quiet. conscientious objector to her birthweekends
and doing anything else wouldn't seem right. This is the
prime toy-demanding age each The toy marketers know what day party. I just didn't see the point
going to have to overcomeif we want to regain..
popular toy had a cartoon every they're doing,and so around Christ- in buying a doll for a mean old lady, type of fear that we're
a slave to tradition will get you nowhere.
Saturday that went with it. These mas there is always the Toy That and Idemonstrated my disapproval our right to party. Being
f
ears
and giving up Wednesday night studying
Overcoming
our
shows basically amounted to half- Kids Must Have And Parents Will by going out in the hallway and
crying. Today I feel bad about how sessions is theonly way that we're ever going to get anything done. If
hour commercials. GI Joe and He- Kill Each Other To Get.
way, we'd all be chem-free,, we'd, all >wantto.liye in
This year that toy is. ... Tiger's I acted towards Mrs. O'Donnell,be- Bob had it his
Man (whosename vvas a last-minute,
Averill and we'd all wanf to Spend our time huntingand fishing. This
compromise between Testosterone "Furbys." Furbys are stuffed-ani- cause soon after that birthday party
'
. .
is not acceptable. "
Ball-rRa and Erwin) were two of the mal , sorts of things filled with vari- a house fell on her. But the point
Coming to a tentative agreement as a campus to not crank on
worst offenders. A typical dialogue ous electronics and motors that al- remains: Girls, boys and even old
weekends
is not enough. I think that we need to institutionalize my
in one of these shows would go low them to learn your habits and ladies wanted a Cabbage Patch Kid,
adapt their behavior to please you. which was nothing more than a bit • plan.
something like this: 7
If a security officer catches a student with an open container on a
He-Man:Skeletor,you mustdie! They also have a vocabulary of over of cloth and stuffing attached to a
weekend
nightthey should immediately slap thestudentwitha$5,000
Skeleton No, He-Man, you must 1000 phrases,and they talk back. It potentially dangerous hard plastic
fine and force them into solitary confinement in a chem-free single. If,
sounds to me like Furbys were de- head. By the time I'm one of those
die!
however ,a security officercatches a student with an open container on
¦- He-Man: Ah, but I have my veloped not for kidsbut as compan- deranged-looking people lunging
a weeknight,the security officer should merelysmile meekly,tip their
Death Catapult, available now for ions for their geeky computer-nerd through the aisles of Toys'R Us
designers, who have no friends. I'll around Christmas (read: a parent) hat and say God bless.
$13.95 in most major stores!
There are those who already drink on weeknights. We should
Skeleton Your Death Catapult bet they have a special prototype I'll probably be looking for the 800
thank
these selflesspioneers, award them with cheers and kisses and
cannot harm me! My Diabolical "Furby" at the lab that just happens dollar Pentium Furby upgrade
place them on the Dean's List regardless of their current academic
Castle of Doom is impervious to to look like Cameron Diaz and which allows it to play with the kids
standings.
such puny weapons! This is a lot of doesn't have the word "no" in its while doing your taxes. On second
To some my plan might seem extreme. Why alter our drinking
protection for only $29.95, He- (add vocabulary. Tiger PR manager Lana thought,maybeprogiessisn't sobadO
routine for a couple of power hungry thugs?To those people I quote
a very famous dead man when I say that desperate times call for
desperate measures. Drinking and worrying will no longer do. As
students we should, and we will, demand better.Q
y
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After a one-year hiatus,
Broadway Musical Review came
back this fall semester better than
ever. BMR was sorely missed last
year , but if you were able to catch
a glimpse of last weekend's jgreat
performance, chances are you left
wanting to be a member of the
cast. '
Directed
by
Melissa
Trachtenberg '99, Zoe Damplo '99
and Heather Miles '99, BMR featured songs from several popular Broadway musicals, including "Rent," "Hair" and "City of
Angels." Although many of the
cast members were new faces,
each shone on stage with energy
and possessed animated stage
presence. The cast's hard work
paid off , as BMR was far from
lacking talent.
The numbers were fun to watch
and cleverly choreographed, adding to either the comic relief or seriousnessof each particular song.The
opening musical number,"I Hope 1
Get It"from the musical "A Chorus
Line," featured careful choreography and Witty humor. It grabbed
the audience from the beginning
and from then on, the cast of BMR
had no problem getting the attention of the crowd.
Fromtheaudience'sreaction,the
cast'of BMR seemed to gain more
energy with each number. Another
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Echo p hoto by J ennie Record
BMR actors show off their f elineaide.
crowd favorite was "Over the Buschenfeldt '02 who were hilariMoon" from the musical "Rent." In ous as two melodramatic men worthis somewhatbizarre performance ried about the trials of life.
art song, Miles showed her ability
Whether the songs featured
to be wild and creative in a solo comic relief or provided somber seperformance.
riousness, the cast of BMR brought
Another crowd favorite was life into their musical numbers and
"TakeMe orLeaveMe"from "Rent," gave the audience a great show.
performed by Trachtenberg and
If you missed the opportunity to
Damplo. The two were perfect for see BMR,don't make me same mismissong about two women dealing take twice. With this peformance as
with a failing relationship. "Easy to a precedent, next semester's BMR
be Hard" from "Hair," featured may ;be sold out before you know
Monty Hobson '02, and Mark ltd , :¦ :¦¦ :
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ti CLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
Main St; Fairf ield,ME

Mon.-Wed.& Sat. 9-5
Thur. 9-5:30, Fri. 9-7, Sun. 12-5

, /Viewing m ancient Greek
drama can seem like an imposing task. When the characters ,
have names like Thyestes ,
Aegisthus and Clytemnestra and
thestoriesfollowfeudsthatspan
countless decades, how can it
not be?
7
Performing Arts at Colby
overcame the restrictions caused
by such complex material to
stage a fascinating production
o£ "The Oresteia " by Aeschylus
Dec. 4-6. Everyone involved deserves praise for making a 2400year-old play accessible to 1 a
modem audience.
The play begins at the end of
the Trojan War. Agamemnon(Jason Ri '00), the victorious king
of Greece , returns to his homeland and is greeted by the town
elders and hiswifeClytemnestr a
(Heather Hilton '99X He has
broug ht with him an arrogant
attitude and a concubine ,
Cassandra (Anne Wullschlager
'CD, neither of which sit well
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Remember:Always10% off non-sale items wth Colby ID
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A high level of
energy marked
nearly all the
performances.
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many lines were shouted ,
screamed or chanted. The chanting was generally done uvunison by the chorus ,which at various times consisted of the town
elders, palace slaves and the Furies.Though unfamiliar to many
of toda ys viewer this proved
tobeasurp risinglyeffectiveway
of conveying information not
shown on stage.
Asfortheactqrs yeachof them
was stron gand con-*
> vincinjg/ with
r ifflton's perfor r^
mance asperha ps .
., - , the most inspired. ,sfe
his domineering wife. She ap- cutacommanding, powerful figpears to take the situation well, ure as Clytemnestra. The audi- ,
^^^rd ^^^mmm^ce ^^^ ^j ^ta g:'
and Cassandra a few , minutes tha t her queen was the type of
later. ,She and her secret lover person who could slaughter her
Aegisthus (Dan Martin '01), husband and exile her youn g
Agamemnon's cousin, take con* son with hardl y a moment 's
trol of the country and rule with though t Ri made a great self,the king's war spoils.
important king, dismissing all
Ten years pass and Orestes those who opposed his willwith
(Todd Miner 'Ol),the exiledson t a disdainful f lickot the wrist.
of
Clytemnestra
and Miner's heartfe lt performance
Agamemnon , returns home, in- made Orest es' terrible dilemma
structed by the oracle of the god palpable/ The emotional torAp ollo to seek revenge for his ment he suffered followingcomfather 's murder. When told that mission ot his crime was parthe killer was his own mother , ticularly effective. And bathed
1 . he is r evolted, but feels he still in bright white light ,
J ill
must avenge His father. He gains Hunt sberger '99 and Jeff Libby
entrance to the palace by decep- '00 made authoritative , some-'
tion and proceeds to kill , , what sarcas tic gods. ,< <iU t.„< »%„
, Aegisthus , who planned t he • 4 < TThough the stage was bare
'? mjirder , * y^s7 *' ly well \.. <a«,; f save , tfit a':yfW' .bo^ejjj ^'cl ¦
Clyt emnest ra, the latter only ¦' Agameimnon's chariot, ''The ^'
after much tortured hand wring- " Oresteia '':'W^' !*Kifc\ tt ^^W?^
ing. As Norman Bates can tell cessful in trans por tingifs audiyou, matricide is the most un- ence t o , a time and place that
bearable crime of all, and most m ost were prob a bly wh olly
1 unbearable for the son who W*amMar.a . ' ,. . -r ^f ' , :r
______
., .... ...
.
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The intriguing question of
whether: avenging the death of
one's father befits the murder of
the mother defines Hierest of the
play, as Orestes is hounded by
the Furies and put on trial befor e
the gods for his crime.
A high levelof energy mark ed
near ly all the performances , and
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As the lights came up on Friday
highf s performance of "Caribbean
Nights," the audience in the Pugh
Center was transported from the
chilly Maine evening to a sunny
Caribbeancarnival. Thesurrealistic
background of turquoise, ocean
blue, yellow, and orange quickly
filled with dancers in sparkling
masks and colorful apparel, while
twolargepainted palm treesleaned
in from eitherside of the stage;the
small' crowded room filled \vim the
sound of rhythmic island dij ims
pouring in from the speakers on the
floor as the audience got a taste of
the Caribbean experience.
"Caribbean Nights" is a theater
iece
made up of "works of drama
p
and poetry^" according to the program. The entire piece, which consisted of twosongs, two dancesand
two scenes from different plays
about ihe Caribbean, as well as an
opening and an interlude/wastied
together by the carnival theme.
The performance opened with
the cast portraying the traditional
Caribbean folk festival of carnival.
duringwhichtheentire cast- shouting,clapping,and dancingtheconga
- reveled on stage in carnival costumes. The mood soon turned more
placid as Laurel Generti '00 was left
alone on stage to deliver a soft but
pleasant song, "This Beautiful Island," that described the natural
wondersof Trinidad. Nextcarijethe
Colby"t)aricers, in bright leotards
and swirling skirts, doing a lively
dance called "Cortvolvoh" that
ended in a kicking, posing finish.
; This sequence set up the first
play excerpt;a scene from "Playboy
of the West Indies/' by Mustafa
Matura. The scene was a little confusing, as the plot is a complicated
tangle of love and advice centered
on a "romantic stranger," Ken
(Philbert Wilson '01), who is rumored to have murdered his father
Mac (Jon Gray '00) : Hiding out in a
shopownedby Peggy (JessicaTorres
'00),Ken becomes an object of interest to three local women: Alice
(Nicole Bedell '99), Ivy (Michelle
Dominguez '00) and Mama Benin
(Matra Brathwaite '01). The
performer 's enthusiasm and talent
made the scene enjoyable , although
not entirely easy to follow. The program contained a glossary of Caribbean slang to help the audience follow the dialogue.
Acupuncture and Herbal Therapy
"A time tested medical
system that works"
• Common Colds

There is nothing happy about
thecelebration in the film ''Celebration." Nothing. To cut this review
down to its simplest form, if you
want to be deeply emotionally disturbed, go see this movie. If you'd
like to be abletoeat and laugh afterwards, stay home.
"Celebration" is a very dark
movie that is easy to get caught up
in.Theplotiseveryone'sworstfamily nightmare, in eve
aspect. Director and
co-writer Thomas
Vinterberg skillfully
put together a movie that you
aren'tgoing to forget too quickly.
Apparently this movie appeals
to some people, though; it won
the Special Jury Prize at the
Cannes Film Festival this year.
The plot is pretty simple. Patriarch Helge Klingenfeldt is celebrating his 60th birthday in style
and his friends and relatives have
gathered to help. His three adult
children show up, one with his
wife and three kids, and his
daughter brings her American
boyfriend. The third child, Christian,however,comes alone.If this
story is anyone's, it is Christian's.
His twin sister committed suicide only a couple months before
and that is still fresh in everyone's
minds.
It is apparent that Christian's
family is one of practical jokers,
so when Christian rises to toast
his father , he has two speeches in
his hands and that his father can
chosefrom . Afterwards, he probably wished he had chosen the
other hand. What he has to say
breaks the silence and the peace
and comfort at this family birthday party . Nobody there will
leave unaffected by what transpires. You won't, either.
The cinematography in this
movie is amazing. The camera

Contributing Writer

• Bronchitis
• Headaches (Migraines)
• Irritable Bowel Syndrome etc.
Deeptissue massage:
• Chronic musculotendon pain and
constriction fron) trauma or stress.

PhillippeOiiimet, LAc,
15A CollegeAye. • Waterville, Mc 04901¦
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Echo photo by Tim Persinko

^arribean Nights" turns the Pugh Center tropical.
Followingthis scene wasa "Car- the jubilant carnival mood, pulling
nival Interlude" and the Colby audience members on to the stage
Dancers' second number, "Carib- to join in the dancing.
"Caribbean Nights" was probean Sundance," which they perduced
by Social Action Theater and
formed while the cast clapped and
yelledebulliently inthebackground. Performing Arts at Colby, and was
,'/TheTabIesTurn
," directed by PerformingArts Guest
Tlienc^scene
,"
taken from "Pantomime by Derek Director Ruth Brancaccio.
Walcott, was the Mghlight of the Brancaccio chose the collection of
evening. The scene explored power pieces over a single play in an atrelationsbetweenwhiteBritishcolo- tempt to give the audience a sense
nists and native peoples through an ot the Caribbeanexperience.
exchangebetweenBritishhotelman- "The Caribbean is so huge and
ager Harry trewe (Mike Farrell '00) many faceted," she said. "There are
and his waiter, Jackson Phillip somany different histories...where
(Tyrone Boucaud '00). Harry's de- do you even begin? It was difficult
siretoinvolveJacksoninaplaybased to pin it down with one play," she
bn'^obinsoriCrusbe"involvesthem said, for doing so would have narin an allegoricalconfrontation about rowed the impression of the Caribsubjugation^ The scene was intense, bean thattheaudiencereceived.She
altei_natelydisquietingandh_Uariou_s
, said that shewanted a performance
thatwas "political,smart,and would
withmaedibleperfo,^
FarrellandBoucaud.Itsmessagewais add to people's knowledge."
Audience member Trent
punctuated by thefinal number, "A
Modern Slave Song," performed by Cunningham '01 supported
the entire company, with the haunt- Brancaccio's belief. Hefound theperr
ing refrain entreating the audience formance "excellent" and thought
that the blending of trenchant social
to "remember!exist."
As the cast returned to thestage commentary with comedy wasmore
to take their bows, they recreated effective than a lecture.Q
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movement is dizzying and effective. It is accurate and emotional,
simultaneously.Vinterbergbelpngs
fp a cinematic movement called
Dognfe 95^ whichfollows a. specific
code of movie making rules, one
mat our Hollywood directorsprobably couldn't manage. Movies
must be filmed on location (no
sound stages) without any additional props, although they are
allowed to use anythingthat was
already at the location. They can
record only natural sound and
use only natural light. They must

film using
35-mm color film and hand-held
cameras. No special effects are allowed, eliminating murder. Also,
no genreworksareallowedand the
director can not take credit.
That's a pretty difficult list of
rules to follow, but the end result
ends up being very effective. The
camera work is definitely something you can't miss in the film
and it makes the plot all that
much more powerful.
The acting is extremely good
and the actors have great chemistry, partially resulting from the
fact most of them have worked
together before. Due to the lack
of "action" in the movie, the actors are forced .to rely on pure
acting ability and that risk pays
off .The stars of the movie,mainly
Ulrish Thomsen (Christian) and
Henning Moritzen (Helge), really
drive the emotion home. You end
up feeling sympathetic towards
both characters. The film and its
cast and crew deserves the recognition they receive. It's hard
for me to recommend a film like
this one, but I do. It's playing at
Railroad Square Cinema. If you
don't go to find out what deep
dark secret Christian reveals, go
for the cinematic aspects. It will
be worth your trip.Q
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Hunan Legends

Hunan Cuisine
41 Temple Street
Waterville • 877-7644
10% Student Discount w/LD.Dine-In only Sun-Thurs.

Remodeled , Refreshed ,
Ready to Serve You
Free Delivery
($10.00 Minimum )
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Mules dive into the season
BY CAITLIN COYLE
Staff Writer

Colby 's swimming and diving teams are back. With a background of strong finishes in recent years, Colby 's swimming
program will enjoy the contributions of several returning record
holders and nationally ranked
swimmers, as well as the addition
of many talented freshmen.
At the season-opening meet
against Trinity, Jessica Knight '02
broke the pool record for 50-meter
freestyle.
Colby has a "small but strong
team that will do extremely well at
championship meets/' said coach
Sura DuBow, who guides both the
men's and women's Mule teams.
The 1998-99 season also looks
positive for the men's team. Last
year, the Mules broke 15 school
records and finished the season
placing eighth out of 26 schools at
the New England Championships
and 14th at Nationals.Although the
men's team graduated many seniors, Andy Brown '99 and Jeff
McCloskey '00 return from last
year's national relay team while
freshman Cameron Simoes-Correia
is expected to be a significant addition to the team.
On Nov. 20, Colby opened the
season against Trinity. The women
came away with a decisive victory,
winning 164 to 127. The men were

Echo p hoto by Melanie Guryansky

Fra ser Ross '02

With an impressive must-win victory, the first-year women's
squash player provided Colby with some much needed momentum at the Wesleyan Invitational. After losing their first two
matches of the tournament, the White Mules fought with Smith
College to a 4-4 tie. Despite quickly falling behind 0-2, number
three Ross battled back to win the deciding match, giving Colby
the 5-4 victory. The team defeated its next two opponents,Wellesley
and Haverford. Ross went undefeated for the weekend.

defeated by 39 points in the 164 to
125 loss.
Still, 10 swimmers qualified for
the New England Championships:
Jessica Knight '02, Blake Crowley
'02, Blake Hamill '02, Mary Snyder
'00, Emily Dowd '99, Chris Skrzycki
'99, Andy Brown '99, Rocki Kurt2
'99, and co-captains Kristen North
'99 and Laura Feraco '99.
"The talented new freshmen are
pushing the entire team to excel,"
said North. "The freshmen are definitely pushing me to work even
harder."
The men's diving team is not
without their record-holders either.
Last season,Steve Feldman '01broke
three records. And at thisyear'smeet
against Trinity, Feldman also qualified for New England's in the 1meter diving event.
Newcomer Ben Liston '99J
competed in the 1-meter and 3meter diving ca tegori es against
Trinity and according to North,
"did an excellent job at his first
diving meet ever."
At New England Championships
last season, the Lady Mule divers
placed 12th out of 37 competing
schools.Colby'srepresentative atNationals, Kathryn Johnson '00, holds
four diving records and will return
this year to lead the team. Several
freshman swimmers, including
Alyssa Severn '02,Hamill and Knight
are expected to add bounce to the
diving competitions as well.
The Division II and Division III
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schools that will compete at New
England's have begun to compile
rankings of the top times. Several
Colby swimmershave earned a spot
on that list after only two meets.
Knightplaced7thinthe50-meter
freestyle and 9th in the 100-meter
freestyle, while Feraco placed 11th
in the 50-meter backstroke and
Severn placed 13th in the 100-meter
backstroke. Hamill earnedZnd place
in the 100 IM category and North
p laced 6th in the 1000-meter
freestyle.
"I have never been as excited for
swimming and I have high hopes
for this year," said North.
The swimmers will spend much
of January in the pool. And they
hope to be making waves. Q
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Women 's hockey keeps their h ead s up Skiers hit th e slo pes
BY JESSIE DAVIS

are seeing many new faces.
'We are incr edibl y strong
with a lot of young ta lent we can
Staff Wr iter
build on," said Berthram.
With last year 's top NCAA
Captains Emily Etchells '99 Nordic ski champion from the
and Melissa Maguire '99 of the UniversityofVermont ,one of the
women's alpine ski team are pre- Mules' key competitors , Colby
pared to spend their last winter will take on some proven skiers.
at Colby swishing down the
"If s a tough league, but we're
proving
e
x
a
c
t
ly
wh
y
slopes and
a toug h team , so hopefull y
Colby skiingis a Division Isport . things will come together for
After intense months of train- us," said Berthram.
Captain Davis Riss '01 led
ing, Etchells is confident this year
last year 's al p ine team with conwill be a success.
'''Any one of us can beat any- sistent performances. This year
one on any given weekend ," she he aspires to qualif y for Nationals. Other key returnees are capsaid.
Last year the men's alpine tain Crai g Bowden '99, Doug
Otte '01 and
team olaced
D a r r e n
eighth out of
Gelormino '00,
13 teams con- |
who returns afsistently at
This year 's team is ter sitting out
each carnival.
last year with a
The women 's
focused and
knee injury.
bes t finish
dedicated.
Promising
was fif th/ and
t hey hope to - Melissa Maguire '99 freshman Carl
Balit is also excont inue and
pected to conimprov e on '
tribute.
this tradition.
The Division I league in which
Despite the recent lack of
the Mules play is a strong one, con- snow here on May flower Hill,
taining such powerhouses as St. the women's alpine team is exLawrence, Middlebury, the Uni- tremel y excited for the competiversity of Vermont, the Univer- tion season to begin. The vetsit y of N ew Hampshire, eran-laden team has only one
Dartmout h, Bates, Bowdoin, St. fr eshman, Nicole Boulanger '02
Etchells said her team is
Michaels and Williams. Both the
nordic and alpine t eams feel they "very experienced. They know
what college racing is all about"
are up to the challenge.
Maguire agreed.
The women's nordic t eam
"This year's team is focused
senses the loss of last year's captain Jenny Lane '98 who, for the and dedicated ," she said.
first time in Colby skiing hisTop retur nees are Christina
tory, went to the National Colle- Schleicher '99,AmandaRutherford
giate Athletic Conference cham- '00, Beth Festa '01, and Stephanie
pionship tournament. Likewise, Graber '01, who was an Academic
the men's nordic team will miss All-American last year.
According to Maguire , resta
the leadership of J oshua Walton
'98. However , some promising h as made t h e t ransition fr om a
freshmen are expect ed t o make junior program t o college rac ing
and is "looking for a season with
significant contributions.
Women's nordic captain Darcy stellar results. "
As with the other Colb y ski
Cornell r99 has faith in second year
coach Tracey Theyerl and is opti- teams , the women's alpine team
mistic about the seasons.
is looking to do great things .
"I expect us to do really well/'
"Middl ebury ^ Dartm outh
she said. "Our freshmen and re- and UVM h av e t radi t ionally
turning skiers look strong. "
been forces in the past, but we
Nordic
skier Timo thy feel we're capable a nd prepared
Bert hram '00, who placed in t he to contend with such competitop 20 at the Champ ionship Car- tion," said Etchells.
Their first carnival will b e
nival last year, ret urns t o captain
t he men's team. With six fresh - held at Sunday River on J an. 23men out ot 10 skiers , the Mules 24.0

BY STEPHANIE
GREENLEAF

Staff Writer

The women's ice hockey team is
determined to keep working hard.
This attitude in itself is praise worthy, considering that in each game
the young team continues to face
seasoned opponents. This past
weekend was no exception as the
Mules matched up with Harvard on
Saturday and Northeastern on Sunday.
Saturday's game was especially
tough for the team, ending in a 15-0
Crimson victory. Colby started out
slowly but gained both speed and
intensity as each period went by. By
the end of the first, the Mules were
down by seven goals. Harvard
added another eight in the second
period. But in the third and final
period of the game both teams went
scoreless. Colby put a stop to all of
its opponent's offensive efforts.
The team is not dwelling on the
final score. Instead, it remains positive about playing tough and playing together.
"Looking at the score, it was impressive that everyone came off the
ice smiling,"said co-captain Juliana
Bontecou '99. "We had our heads
up."
The bout with Northeastern on
Sunday was another tough matchup for Colby, resulting in a 9-0 loss.
Again there were highlights which
will likely bode well for the young
team's future. The Mules looked

Echo photo by J enny O Donnell

Reagon Carey '01 skates the puck into the offensive zone.
feisty and aggressive, not letting also been sparked by the strong perthemselves be intimidated by their formances of EmiDomoto-Reilly '01
skilled opponents . Bontecou and Carrie Swiderski '02, two playstressed that her team "didn't start ers who pick up the pace when
playing cheap or lose their compo- things on the ice slow down.
With only one senior and one
sure."
"Everyone played well," she jun ioron the Colby squad,the Mules
are keeping perspective on this
said.
And just as they did on Satur- year's season. Although the desire
day, the Mules' defensive stance to win is strong, Bontecou said that
became more and more convincing her team also recognizes the imporas the game continued. The Mules tance of having fun and improving
allowed only two goals in the third in every game.They will keep workperiod.
ing hard in practices to force closer
Colby's defense is anchored by games against talented teams.
Colby 's next game takes place
sophomore goalies Josephine
Chapman and Katie Mangan. Both on Saturday at 2:00 p.m., when the
have proved to be tough against Mules meet up with the University
consistent offensive pressure by of New Hampshire, a tough team
their opponents. The Mules have ranked first in the nation.Q

Attention: Science & Engineering Students!
Thinking of an MBA?
Think A gain...and Consider...
Thayer School of Engineering's
Master of Engineering Management Pro gram
<? Combine business management with engineering practice
• One year program (no thesis) for holders of B.S./B.E. degree
• Courses offered by the Thayer School of Engineering, the Amos Tuck School of
Business and the Vermont Law School
• Design projects and industrial internships provided by high tech companies

The job market is strong for MEM graduates!

« 100% placement rate with leading national and international firms
• Starting salaries in the mid-sixties (range of $45,000-$ 100,000)

Financial aid and fellowships available
For More Information Contact:
Graduate Admissions Office
Thayer School of Engineering
Dartmouth College
8000 Cummings Hall
Hanover, NH 03755-8000
Cel: (603) 646-2606
email: rnaster-of-engineering-management@mac.daitmouth.edu
http//engirtcering.dartmouth.e <lu
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Mules put Bowdoin on ice
Colb y bounces back from loss to Connect icut College
BY ALEX PARRILLO .& MATT APUZZO
Staff Writer & News Editor

Echo photo by Fy dor Shumilov

A Colby basketball playerdribbles down the court.

Cold shootin g by men 's
basketball leads to loss
BY BECKY POLLARD
Sports Editor

Sometimes you're hot. Sometimes you're not. It was only two
weeks ago that the Mules exploded
for 115 points against PomonaPitzer. On Saturday, Colby managed only 58 points against the Savannah College of Art and Design,
as cold shooting determined trie
Mules' 63-58 loss.
Momentum changes dominated
scoring in the first half. Ken Allen
'00 and tri-ca ptain Nahum Meisner
'99 fueled the Mules with their
jumpshots , while the Bees' sophomore guard Corey Camp bell w as
the offensive weapon for Savannah.
Six minutes into the game, with
the score tied at 12-12, Colby went
on a 9-2 run in the next four minutes
to put the , Mules up 21-14. Four
firs t-half defensive blocks by Sam
Clark '01 and Allen, along with two
steals by Pa t G a llagher '00, held
Savannah during the run.
But the Bees came buzzing back
with a run of their own to go up 2524 with five minutes left. With 31
seconds remaining in the half, Savannah had a chance for a threepoint play when first-year forward
Marois Ross wias fouled as he drove
through theilane. Ross couldn 't sink
the|re 6 thr p)Wijsofeblby 's Clark tied
the ' scots, at 3i-3iyjus t seconds before me bre ^
headed
to the locker .rppm i Allen
j
i Had 11 point s in trie , first halif and
'; Meisner had. added eight. ;;;¦ .' yj\ ', .,;
7
ii y^the'^ules came out cplcliinthe
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second half, shooting just 16.7 percent from the field. Colby shot 33
percent on the day and 21 percent
from behind the three-point line.
Junior guard Brian Hansen, who
led all scorers with 16 points , kept
the Mules in the game. He opened
the second half with a smooth drive
throug h the lane and a soft finish.
Colby sophomore Dave Forsyth
came into the game to sink a threepointer that put the Mules up 38-37.
The Bees answered with a threepointer of their own.
Back and forth play continued
as tri-captain James Spidle '99 came
alive with a three-pointer. A left
hook shot by Hansen narrowed the
Bees' lead to 57-54 with 1:47 left in
the game.
Hansen then nailed a threepointer with 24.7seconds left. Clark
was fouled on a three-point attempt
but made just one of his free throws
as he intentionall y missed the third ,
The attemptto putback the rebound
failed and the Mules fell to the tough
Savannah squad.
Camp bell, who led the Bees with
13 points, said their intensity after
halftime won them the game.
"Our second half defense was
basicall y what did it," he said.
For Colby, Hansen led the way
with 16 points, while Allen came off
his most recent 42-point performance for only 11 points against
Savannah. Meisner added 12 and
Spidle scored eight.
On Monda y, Colby hoped to
boun ce back as they traveled to the
University of Main e at Farmington
tp take oh the Beavers , whp also lost
a ' cipj ^^ me^'tp Savannah.EI 7^

After suffering a tough loss to Connecticut College
on Sunday, the Mule hockey team took out its aggression on in-state rival Bowdoin, Tuesday. The team
pounded the Polar Bears 4-1in a blowout in Brunswick.
Goaltender Jason Cherella '99
continued his strong play, allowing
only one goal amid a barrage of challenges and held off a potential second quarter Polar Bear comeback.
Fred Perowne'01netted two goals
for the Mules, who improved to a 41 record headin g into the holiday
break. Scott Richardson '00 and Paul
Nahigian '02 add ed the remainin g
goal support.
Nearly 100 Colby supporters, including stud ents
and a lumni cro wded the visitor 's side of Dayton Arena
to support the squad that was recently ranked ninth in
the country.
Last year's meeting between the rivals at Colby's
Alfond Arena was highlighted by both a Mule victory
and the ejection of the entire Polar Bear fari base. Colby
and Bowdoin student s engaged in a f ight and Colby
Security and Waterville Police cleared the stands.
Once again, the action was complemented by the
fans ' intense cheering, which was excpetionally loud
considering the venue. Colby fans worked in a new
chant as the evening came to a close, adding insult to
injury as they screamed "we've got a Rhodes Scholar. "
justice was not rootin g for the squad last weekend,
however, when the Mules played two games in the
Constitution state.
The Mules went to work quickl y on the
Wesleyan Cardinals , holding them scoreless
throug h the first two periods and winnin g the
contest 7-3.
All-American captain Rob Koh '99 fired up Colb y's
offensive efforts , scoring the first goal of die game and
another in the opening minutes of the third period.
Colby built on its lead in the second with three uncontested goals. However , repeated penalties in the third
left the door open for the Cardinals.
Wesleyan first-year player Bob Gordon turned in a
heroic effort in the third period , scoring a hat trick on

three consecutive power playsi. Still, Gordon's efforts
ultimately proved inconsequential, as the 7-3 deficit
was too much for the Cardinals to overcome.
The Mules won in commanding fashion despite a
few momentary instances of incongruous play. On
Sunda y, though,they would notbe so lucky. Connecticut College reestablished themselves as a worthy adver sar y by defe atin g Colby for the first time since Feb.
19,1993. The Camels squeaked
pastColby's defense,scoring three
third period goals in the span of
1:45 to win by a score of 5-4. Untimely penalties for Colby led to
the tarnishing of their previously
undefeated record.
Steve Cunningham '0 1 and
Fred Perowne '01 each notched a
goal in the first period. The Camels headed to their locker room down two goals; but
rebounded in the second with two goals of their own.
The opponents continued to perform their magic,as
Conne cticut'sjunior forward Parker Sides recorded his
first career hat trick with game winning back-to-back
goals m me third period.
Colby's defense struggled during power play mirt
utes, allowing six short-handed goals in the two games.
"We're disappointed with our loss to Conn," said
Koh. "But it was a tough weekend on the road, being
the first for a number of guys. We battled hard and Ippk
forward to Bowdoin. " Fred Perowne '01 continued his offensive tear , scoring three goals on the weekend and increasing his
scoring streak to four games.
The Mule season continues the weekend of Jan. 2
when the squad travels to Plattsburg h, N.Y. for the
Pittsburg h Invitational. Colby opens the firstround of
the tournamen t with a game against Rochester Institute of Technology.
From there , Colby enjoys a five-game homestand ,
in whichthey face Plattsburg h State, Bentley, Williams,
New England College, and St. Anselm College.
Bowdoin and Colby will meet on the ice two more
times during the regular season. On Jan. 25, the teams
will face off at Boston University. The Polar Bears will
visit Alfond Arena as the Mules start to wrap up the
season Feb. 10.Q
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